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In Memoriam
Earl W. K. James
We are deeply saddened to report the passing of Retired APA member Earl W.K. James, 76, of Lansing,
Michigan, following a lengthy illness. He was a member of APA for 34 years and graduated from the
National Training Center of Lie Detection during 1972. He was retired from the Michigan State Police.

Robert A. Wilson
It is with great sadness we report the passing of Charter/Retired APA member Robert A. Wilson, Madison,
Wisconsin, age 92, following a short illness. He was a member of APA for 40 years and graduated from
the USAMPS, Fort Gordon, Georgia on 19 December 1963. He retired from the US Army during 1970.
APA
Following retirement he was employed by Guardsmark, Inc., Memphis, Tennessee.

Employment
The Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory has a Sr. Polygraph
Examiner position open in Washington,
DC. For more information regarding
this position, please visit our website at
http://jobs.pnl.gov and search for
Reference #114896.
The Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory has a Sr. Polygraph
Examiner position open in
Albuquerque, NM.
F o r m o re
information regarding this position,
please visit our website at http://
jobs.pnl.gov and search for Reference
#114883.
The Sco ttsdale , Ari zona Po lice
Department is accepting applications
for the position of Police Polygraph
Examiner.
For more information
including a job description,
qualification requirements, salary
range, and application instructions,
please visit their website at
www.ScottsdaleAZ.gov or call the 24
Hour Job Information line at (480) 3122395.
APA Magazine 2008, 41(2)
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Polygraph Examiner
Training Schedule
May 5 - June 27, 2008
August 25 - October 17, 2008
October 20 - December 12, 2008
PCSOT
April 28 - May 2, 2008
December 15 - 19, 2008
Advanced PCSOT Seminar
August 18 - 20, 2008
Forensic Assessment Interviewing &
Interrogation Techniques (FAINT)
May 19 - 23, 2008
September 8 - 12, 2008
November 3 - 7, 2008

Academy of Polygraph Science
NY State (Albany area)
June 2 - July 25, 2008*
LaBelle, FL
August 4 - September 26, 2008*
NW United States (Oregon Area)
Late Fall, 2008*
*based on enrollment

American International Institute of
Polygraph

Latin American Polygraph Institute
May 19 - August 8, 2008
September 8 - November 28, 2008
Advanced Courses
Técnicas Poligráficas para organismos de inteligencia
April 11 - 13, 2008
Perito en Poligrafía
April 21 - May3, 2008
November 24 - December 6, 2008
Técnicas de Entrevista e Interrogatorio
June 16 - 28, 2008
December 9 – 21, 2008
Actualización formulación de Preguntas
July 21 - August 2, 2008

Marston Polygraph Academy
April 21 - June 20, 2008
July 14 - September 12, 2008

Maryland Institute of Criminal Justice
April 7 - May 30, 2008
September 15 - November 7, 2008
January 12 - March 6, 2009
April 6 - May 29, 2009
PCSOT
November 10 - 14, 2008

April 21 - June 28, 2008
April 21 - June 13, 2008
September 8 - November 14, 2008
September 8 - October 31, 2008

Interview/Interrogation Workshops
May 5 - 6, 2008

Arizona School of Polygraph Science

April 14 - June 20, 2008

April 7 - June 13, 2008
September 8 - November 14, 2008

Troy University Polygraph Center

Backster School of Lie Detection
June 2 - July 25, 2008
September 8 - October 31, 2008
PCSOT
April 7 - 11, 2008
November 3 - 7, 2008

Defense Academy for Credibility
Assessment
April 22 - July 23, 2008
August 19 - November 20, 2008

International Academy of Polygraph
July 21 - September 12, 2008

Training & Seminars

Academy for Scientific Investigative
Training

Texas DPS Polygraph School

5 May - 27 June 2008
8 September - 31 October, 2008
Advanced Training
Polygraph Update & Chart Analysis
November 10 - 14, 2008
Advanced Polygraph Techniques
November 17 - 21, 2008
Applicant Testing
December 1 - 5, 2008
Interview & Interrogation
December 8 - 12, 2008

Virginia School of Polygraph
September 22 - November 14, 2008
PCSOT
September 8 - 12, 2008

APA Magazine 2008, 41(2)
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Upcoming Seminars
AMERICAN POLYGRAPH ASSOCIATION CONTINUING EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS. Make plans now to attend
the 2008 Continuing Educational Seminars:

Training & Seminars

Co-sponsor Utah Polygraph Association, October 1-3, 2008, Park City, Utah.
PCSOT - Daniel Sosnowski; Utah Probable Lie Comparison Test - Mark Handler and Law Enforcement PreEmployment Testing - Steve Duncan.
Co-sponsor Virginia Polygraph Association, November 6-7, 2008, Wyndham Virginia Beach Oceanfront
Hotel, Virginia Beach, Virginia.
For additional information, please call the APA National Office at 1-800-272-8037.

The 2008 AAPP polygraph training seminar will be in Jacksonville, Florida on May 18 – 23, 2008. Please
visit the AAPP website www.policepolygraph.org for more information about the seminar, hotel reservations, or to
register for the seminar.

The Northwest Polygraph Examiners Association will hold their 2008 Summer Training Seminar at the Sands
Hotel and Casino in Reno, Nevada between June 22nd and June 27th, 2008. All polygraph examiners are
invited. Room rates are $42 a night for single or double. Thirty two (32) hours of APA approved training will be
offered as well as at least twelve (12) hours of PCSOT Training. Information, including a registration form and
an agenda can be found on the NPEA web site at: www.nwpea.net. Come join us in Reno!

The Tri-State Polygraph Seminar (Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska) will be held November 5 - 7, 2008 at the
Branson Landing Convention Center in Branson, Missouri. Room accommodations are at the Hilton Landing
Hotel at the special room rate of $109 per night. You must make your reservations by October 2, 2008, and
indicate you are with the Tri-State Polygraph Association. Conference registration fee is $125 until October 2nd.
Registration fees received after October 2, 2008 will be $150. Please mail registration fees to Judy
Gentry, Treasurer, Missouri Polygraph Association, P.O. Box 1772, Cape Girardeau, MO, 63702-1772. APA

Revisions to the Colorado Sex Offender Management Board Standards
and Guidelines for the Evaluation, Treatment and Behavioral
Management of Adult Sex Offenders
(submitted by Raymond Nelson)
The Sex Offender Management Board has made number of changes to the standards of practice for
polygraph examiners and community supervision teams in Colorado. Revised standards define and clarify
the threefold goals of PCSOT testing: disclosure of information that might not otherwise be revealed,
deterrence of problem behavior, and the decision support value of the test results. Many aspects of PCSOT
are defined, including examination types, target selection, question formulation principles, and the
integration of test results into treatment and supervision decisions. Changes include the specification of a
structured protocol for the completion of quality assurance reviews. Revised Standards and Guidelines
address the use of polygraph testing under special circumstances such as testing lower functioning
individuals, language translation, testing subjects chronic health or mental illness, and malingering test
subjects. Other changes involve educational requirements, training and experiential requirements, and a
requirement for the use of behavior/activity sensors.
APA
APA Magazine 2008, 41(2)
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ADVANCED RESERVATION REQUIRED
AMERICAN POLYGRAPH ASSOCIATION
HYATT REGENCY INDIANAPOLIS
One South Capitol Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46204
All room reservations must be made individually through the Hotel’s reservation department by calling
800-233-1234 or 317-632-1234 )
(Ask for the APA group rate)
APA FED ID # 52-1035722
Plan now to attend the APA 43rd Annual Seminar/
Workshop, AUGUST 17-22, 2008
Room rate: $109.00 Single/Double occupancy, plus taxes
(currently 15% tax)
CUTOFF DATE for hotel reservations is 07/19/08 or
until APA’s room allotment is fulfilled. Number of rooms
are limited. Individual departure dates will be reconfirmed
upon check-in. (72 HOUR CANCELLATION)
Seminar Chair: Robbie S. Bennett – 800/272-8037,
423/892-3992 FAX: 423/894-5435
Seminar Program Chair: Roy Ortiz 909/374-1910
Each registered person will be provided handout material,
ID badge and tickets to all APA sponsored events.
IMPORTANT: The pre-registration discount is good only if
payment is received on or before JULY 31, 2008.
Registration Hours–Sun. 8/17/08, 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
On-Site–Mon. 8/18/08, 8:00 am-12:00 noon
Seminar Sessions–Monday-Friday, August 18-22, 2008
Complete the form below, attach check, VISA, MC or AE
information payable to the APA and mail or fax to: APA National Office, PO Box 8037, Chattanooga, TN 37414-0037,
to arrive no later than 07/31/08 for applicable discount.
Payment information and registration received after 08/10/08
will be charged the on-site fee.

NAME

Parking: VALET - $25 over night, in and out
SELF- PARK - $18 over night
APA Cancellations Refund Policy:
Cancellations received in writing prior to 07/31/08 will
receive a full refund. Persons canceling after 07/31/08 will
not receive a refund but will be provided with the handout
material.
Tax Deductions:
All expenses of continuing education (including registration
fees, travel, meals and lodging) taken to maintain and improve professional skills are tax deductible subject to the
limitations set forth in the Internal Revenue Code.
(The registration fee includes professional instruction,
seminar materials, AM and PM Refreshment Breaks)

IN ORDER TO HAVE ADEQUATE SEATING,
ADVANCED REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED.

**MUST CHECK BELOW**
or you will receive CD
CD
or
NOTEBOOK

[ ]
[ ]

BUSINESS PHONE

ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
NAME OF GUEST(S)

CHILDREN/AGES

NAME BADGE (CALLED BY)

GUEST (CALLED BY)

PRE PAID BY JULY 31, 2008
$350 – Member/Applicant
$475 – Member/Appl W/Guest
$125 – Additional Guest
$500 – Non-Member
$625 – Non-Member W/Guest

FEE RECEIVED AFTER JULY 31, 2008
$400 – Member/Applicant
$525 – Member/Appl W/Guest
$175 – Additional Guest
$550 – Non-Member
$675 – Non-Member W/Guest

*GUEST FEE includes APA SPONSORED EVENTS: Reception, Guest Breakfast, Luncheon and Banquet. Reservations Required.
*AN APA NAMETAG IS MANDATORY FOR ALL SESSIONS AND ADMISSION TO ALL APA SPONSORED EVENTS
DATE OF ARRIVAL
( )VISA ( )MC ( )AE

SIGNATURE

DATE OF DEPARTURE
(CVV2)

EXP:

2 0 08

CONTINUING EDUCATION IS VITAL TO YOUR SUCCESS AND SHOULD BE A LIFELONG PURSUIT
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HYATT REGENCY INDIANAPOLIS
HOTEL FEATURES & GUEST BENEFITS
The Hyatt Regency and The City of Indianapolis
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connected via skywalk to the Indiana Convention Center & RCA Dome.
Connected via skywalk to the Circle Centre Mall, home of Nordstrom, Carson Pirei Scott, and over 70
other specialty stores, food court, ten restaurants, nightclubs and a nine-screen cinema.
Adjacent to the Indiana State Capitol as well as the Indianapolis Repertory Theatre.
Six miles from the Indianapolis International Airport
Four blocks from the Conseco Fieldhouse, home of the Indiana Pacers.
Four blocks from Victory Field, home of the Indianapolis Indians.
Four blocks from the NCAA Hall of Champions.
Walking distance to over 200 restaurants, including Hard Rock Care & Ruth’s Chris.
Within one mile of the Indianapolis Zoo, White River Gardens & Butterfly Exhibit as well as the
nationally renowned Children’s Museum of Indianapolis & Dinosphere Exhibit.
Second only to our nation’s capitol, Indianapolis is home to more war memorials than any other city in
the country.

Hotel Statistics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All guestrooms include a luxurious Hyatt Grand Bed, ihome, wireless Internet access, refrigerator,
coffee maker, hair dryer, iron and ironing board, generous work desk, two phones per guestroom, and
voice mail.
Complimentary 24-hour Health Club services including Life Fitness cardio and strength equipment
complete with flat-screen televisions.
Indoor pool, whirlpool and sauna
Home of The Eagle’s Nest, Indiana’s only revolving rooftop restaurant.
Level One bar
One South restaurant
Same day laundry and dry cleaning services available Monday to Saturday
Parking
o Valet: $25 overnight, in and out
o Self-parking: $18 overnight

Experience the Indianapolis Hyatt Touch
2005 Director of Sales for the Year for Hyatt
2007 Best of MidAmerica for Best Meeting Site in the Midwest
2007 Consumer Choice Award Winner for Best Banquet Facilities for Corporate Events & Meetings

APA Magazine 2008, 41(2)
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AMERICAN POLYGRAPH ASSOCIATION
43rd Annual Seminar/ Workshop
Hyatt Regency Indianapolis, One S. Capitol Ave
Indianapolis, Indiana
MONDAY, AUGUST 18, 2008
Classroom

Time

Topic

8:00- 8:30

A

Opening Ceremonies
Call to Order – Donnie W. Dutton, APA President
Master of Ceremonies – Roy Ortiz, Director, 2008 Seminar
Program Chair
Presentation of Colors – USMC
The National Anthem
Pledge of Allegiance – Roy Ortiz, Director, 2008 Seminar Program Chair
Bag Pipes and Drums
Invocation- Police Chaplain

8:30- 9:30

A

Welcome to Indianapolis, Indiana

9:30- 9:45
9:45-12:00

Break
A

Ethics Panel: Question & Answers
Donald A. Weinstein, Moderator
Panel Members: Frank Horvath, Ph.D, Attorney Gordon L. Vaughan, APA
General Counsel, William K. Teigen, Jimmy Padgett, Raymond I. Nelson

10:30-10:45

Break

12:00- 1:00

Lunch

1:00- 5:00

A

Morgan Interview Theme Technique: A Criminal Interviewing Technique
for use in Detection of Deception Interviews
Raymond C. Morgan, Ph.D

1:00- 5:00

B

Test Data Analysis
Bruce White, Axciton Systems

1:00- 3:30

C

CQT Development in Unique Cases
Charles E. Slupski, School Director, American International
Institute of Polygraph

3:30- 3:45
3:45- 5:00

Break
C

Total Belief in the Subject
Avinoam Sapir, Laboratory for Scientific Investigation
APA Issues in the Different Fields of Polygraph

5:15- 6:15

A

Private- Moderators- Nathan J. Gordon, Vickie T. Murphy-Carr,
Daniel E. Sosnowski

5:15- 6:15

B

Government- Moderators- Keith H. Gaines, Donald A. Weinstein,
Donnie W. Dutton

5:15- 6:15

C

Law Enforcement- Moderators, Pam Shaw, Michael C. Gougler,
Chad Russell

14
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5:15- 6:15

D

International Members- Moderators, Dr. Frank Horvath, Roy Ortiz
TUESDAY, AUGUST 19, 2008

Time
8:00-11:00

Classroom
A

Topic
Offender Profiles
Wayne Sheppard, Associate Director, Training and Outreach, National
Center for Missing & Exploited Children

9:15- 9:30

Break

10:30-10:45

Break

11:00-12:00

A

Media Issues
Jack Trimarco, Retired FBI Special Agent

11:00-12:00

B

CPC’s Modified Zone of Comparison Technique
Scott McLeod, School Director, Canadian Police College
Polygraph Training School

11:00-12:00

C

Utilizing Translators
Michael C. Gougler, APA President Elect

12:00- 1:00

Lunch

1:00- 3:00

A

Pre-Test Interview for Specific Issue Exams
Esther Harwell, Senior Special Agent, Customs and Border Protection

1:00- 3:00

B

Legal Updates
Attorney Gordon L. Vaughan, APA General Counsel

1:00- 3:00

C

Backster YOU- Phase Research
Eldad Meiron, M.A.and Donald J. Krapohl, APA Board Chairman

3:00- 3:15
3:15- 5:15

Break
A

APA Annual Business Meeting
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2008

Time
8:00-12:00

Classroom

Topic

Board Room

APA Membership Examination. (Nathan J. Gordon)

8:00-12:00

A

Interviewing Cyberspace Offenders: A Methodological Approach
for PDD Examiners
Marty Oelrich, Private Examiner

8:00-12:00

B

Polygraphy an International Perspective: Year Four
Frank Horvath, PhD, APA Past President

8:00-11:00

C

Single Issue R/I Testing and Global Analysis
Dale E. Austin, Defense Academy for Credibility Assessment

9:15- 9:30

Break

10:30-10:45

Break

11:00-12:00

C

Photoplethysmograph Study
Barry Cushman, Portland Maine Police Department
APA Magazine 2008, 41(2)
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2008
Classroom

Time
12:00- 1:00

Topic
Lunch

1:00- 3:00

A

Valid Principles of Polygraph Testing: A Discussion
Donald J. Krapohl, APA Board Chairman

1:00- 3:00

B

Interviewing the Mentally Ill and the Developmentally Disabled
Detective Gilbert Escontrias, III, Los Angeles Police Department

1:00- 3:00

C

Reducing Inconclusives
Cleve Backster, School Director, Backster School of Lie Detection

3:00- 3:15

Break
Polygraph Instruments Workshop

3:153:153:153:15-

5:45
5:45
5:45
5:45

A
B
C
D

Axciton Systems
Lafayette Instruments
Limestone Technology
Stoelting Instruments
THURSDAY, AUGUST 21, 2008

Classroom

Time

Topic

8:00-10:00

A

Scams and Rip-Offs
Detective Gilbert Escontrias, III, Los Angeles Police Department

8:00-12:00

B

PCSOT Standards Review/Explanation Questions &Answers
PCSOT Committee

8:00-10:00

C

Asylum Testing Case Studies
Patrick Coffey, ExecuShield, Inc.

9:15- 9:30

Break

10:00-12:00

C

Pre-Employment the Pre-Test: How to Get Information
Nathan J. Gordon, APA Vice President-Private, School Director, Academy
for Scientific and Investigative Training

10:00-12:00

A

Behavior Analysis Interview
J. P. (Pete) Blair, Ph.D, Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice, Texas
State University

10:30-10:45

Break

12:00- 1:00

Lunch

1:00- 2:00

A

False Confessions
J. P. (Pete) Blair, Ph.D, Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice, Texas
State University

1:00- 3:00

B

Countermeasures
V. Cholan, Chief Polygrapher Singapore Ministry of Defense,
Raymond I. Nelson, Private Examiner

1:00- 3:00

C

PCSOT in the Netherlands
Jos Buschman, Senior Diagnosticcus, Netherlands

16
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2:30- 2:45

Break

2:00- 3:00

A

American Society for Testing and Materials
Joe Koury

3:00- 5:00

A

Survey Data
Frank Horvath PhD, APA Past President

3:00- 5:00

B

Truth, Logic and Understanding
Dr. C. Donald Weinberg, Professor, Community College of Philadelphia

3:30- 3:45
3:00- 5:00

Break
C

How to Conduct Quality Control Reviews
Charles E. Slupski, School Director, American International
Institute of Polygraph
FRIDAY, AUGUST 22, 2008

Time

Classroom

Topic

8:00-10:00

A

Backster S- K- Y Test
Gregory C. Adams, Instructor, Backster School of Lie Detection

8:00-10:00

B

EASI Consult, Optimal Interrogation Approaches
Dr. Dave Smith and Dr. Joe Gier

8:00-10:00

C

Concealed Information Test Case Studies
James McCloughan, Michigan State Police

9:15-9:30

Break

10:00-12:00

A

Pre-Test Diagnostic Dialogue: Learn More About the Examinee
Daniel E. Sosnowski, APA Director

10:00-12:00

B

Horizontal Scoring
Nathan J. Gordon, APA Vice President Private, School Director, Academy
for Scientific and Investigative Training

10:00-12:00

C

Pre-Employment Testing
Pam Shaw, VP Law Enforcement, School Director, Kentucky
Institute of Polygraph Studies

10:30-10:45

Break

12:00- 1:00

Lunch

1:15- 2:15
1:15- 3:30
2:30- 3:30

A

Polygraph Scoring Software: OSS-3/What Does that Study Tell Us?
Raymond I. Nelson , Private Examiner

B

Confirmatory Polygraph Testing
Esther Harwell, Senior Special Agent, Customs and Border Protection

A

Basic Statistics for the Non-statistician
Raymond I. Nelson , Private Examiner

3:30-3:45
3:45

Break
A

Closing Remarks, APA President

APA
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THE AMERICAN POLYGRAPH ASSOCIATION (APA)
POLYGRAPH 2008 SYMPOSIUM
CO-SPONSOR
VIRGINIA POLYGRAPH ASSOCIATION (VPA)

MICJ
SCHOOL CALENDAR
BASIC POLYGRAPH COURSE
Session III - September 15-November 7, 2008
Session I - January 12 - March 6, 2009
Session II - April 6 - May 29, 2009
The MICJ polygraph program has been fully accredited by the APA since 1976.
The course focus on testing techniques most widely used by the US Government
including numerical chart scoring, MZCT [Zone], Army MGQT, POT and
R/I for Applicant Screening by Instructors with over 150 years of experience.
The course meets ASTM Standards and is AAPP and VA Approved.
Call, Fax or email for booklet and enrollment information
SEE MICJ WEB SITE FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS

APA APPROVED ADVANCED TRAINING
Post Convicted Sex Offender Testing Course - 40-hour Course
November 10-14, 2008
March 9-13, 2009
The basic 40-hour course for polygraph examiners. APA members may take the APA
PCSOT Examination to receive APA Certification.

Interview - Interrogation Course – [ I.T.W.O.R.K.S ]
May 5-6, 2008
February 9-10, 2009
May 11-12, 2009
Excellent course feedback for all investigators/detectives.
Approved for 16-hour CEU credit for polygraph examiners.

MARYLAND INSTITUTE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
P. O. Box 458, Millersville, MD 21108-0458
Tel: [410] 987-6665 - Toll Free: [800] 493-8181 - FAX: [410] 987-4808
Email: mdmicj@aol.com - Web Site: www.micj.com

Comments on
the Actions of
the Fair
Elections
Committee
2008

Frank Horvath, Ph.D.
Chair, Constitution and Bylaws Committee, 2006-2007
(with Jeff Johnson and Lou Rovner, Ph.D.--Fair Elections Committee Drafting)
Member, Fair Elections Committee (FEC), 2007-2008
The APA Board members, the members of the FEC committee, and perhaps most if not all members who
attended the business meeting in August 2007 (that led to the passage of the Nominations and Fair
Elections constitutional amendment) knew that the road to implementation of this change was going to be a
bit bumpy. It was. I’m writing this account so that members will be aware of how the FEC carried out its
work in this initial year. Hopefully, this will help corrective measures to be taken in the coming year.
After the passage of the constitutional change Don Krapohl, Chair of the APA Board, was tasked with
organizing the committee. The members he called upon were: Lynn Marcy (APA Past-President, private
examiner), Ray Ham (Police), Jan Niederhofer (Government), and me (APA Past-President, private examiner).
As specified in the constitutional provisions, each of these persons was given responsibility for seeking out
members who were qualified for and interested in specific APA offices. The President-elect and Treasurer
positions were assigned to me; Vice President, Private, L. Marcy; Vice President, Law Enforcement and one
Director, Ray Hamm; Vice President Government and one Director, J. Niederhofer. (Note: One of the three
Director’s positions and the Secretary’s position will come up for election in 2009.)
The FEC provision provides that the committee seek out candidates for each vacant position and present to
the Board, whenever possible, two and only two candidates for each position. (This is intended to reduce the
expense and effort that is required when a mail-ballot election requires a run-off election because no
candidate in a slate of three or more achieves a majority of the votes.) When two candidates for each position
are not provided to the Board, the FEC is required to explain why this occurred. This might be called Glitch
#1. How this glitch was dealt with is explained below.
During the period between August, 2007 and January, 2008 a call for nominations of candidates for
available positions was announced in the APA Magazine. The final call appeared in the November/
December, 2007 (Vol. 40, 6, p. 9) issue. Unfortunately that issue did not arrive in a timely way. My copy,
for example, was received on January 21. That was well after the required due date for nominations
(January 15, 2008). It was also subsequent to the December 1 deadline for the submission of petitions
(section 6.4) by persons wishing to seek office and have their names appear on the ballot without the
required nomination by the FEC and approval by the Board. Glitch #2?
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Glitch #2, can be remedied easily and I am confident that will happen. The Editor’s position was only
recently filled and as the new Editor gains experience and is able to smooth out the publication process,
the delivery of the magazine will be more timely. In addition, of course, as we continue with the mail
ballot protocol and members become more familiar with the process, there will be less concern about
advance notice of its requirements.
Prior to January 23, 7:30 p.m., when a telephonic meeting of the FEC was held, each of the FEC members
received the names of persons who wished to seek the offices in their charge. There were several glitches
in this process. First, in a number of cases there was only one nominee for some offices. (See Glitch #1
above.) This occurred in spite of the fact that FEC members actively sought out other nominees. In my
case, for example, I attempted to identify at least one person outside of the incumbent who was interested
in the office of Treasurer. I was unable to do that and I wish to comment briefly on this. Among the
persons I contacted there was a belief that to seek nomination would suggest dissatisfaction with the work
of the incumbent. It was also the case that the Treasurer’s position is seen as particularly burdensome
and requires more time and effort than other positions. There is merit in these views and it may well be
that the Treasurer’s position will go uncontested in ordinary circumstances. But, I do wish to point out,
from my perspective at least, that having alternatives on the ballot is not necessarily a reflection of
dissatisfaction with an incumbent. There are more reasons to favor alternatives on the ballot than not to
do that, irrespective of the position.
There were other open positions aside from Treasurer for which there was only one nominee. This is not a
positive sign. A healthy organization has many members who wish to provide direction, purpose and new
ideas. That doesn’t mean, of course, that all members are interested in pursuing an elective office. But
turnover and interest in elective positions is a real strength and it is, in fact, one of the reasons that the
election process was changed. Again, in my view seeking nomination for an office should not reflect
negatively on an incumbent. Competition is necessary to be sure that the organization thrives. I encourage
all who are interested to come forward and let the membership know of that interest irrespective of the
work that is being done by an incumbent.
Resolution of this issue needs to come from the general
membership, though perhaps earlier and more effective recruitment by the FEC members might show that
this is a lesser problem than it now appears.
This year there were three nominees for one position (President-elect) and three nominees for two available
Director’s positions. (Glitch #4 and #5). Here is how the FEC dealt with these situations. With respect to
the persons seeking the office of President-elect, each FEC member (excluding the Chair of the Board who,
by agreement, voted only in the case of a tie) rank ordered each of the three persons. This was done after
each FEC member gave specific consideration to the nominees’ stated position on the direction in which
they intended to lead. The ranks assigned to each person by each FEC member were then averaged. It
was agreed that the two nominees who had the highest mean rank would be recommended to the Board for
listing on the ballot. That is how Glitch #4 was resolved. Although this seemed fair and expeditious, there
are no doubt other ways to do this. These should be considered early by the next FEC committee
members.
With respect to the two vacant Director’s positions, each of the three nominees was rank-ordered by each
FEC member. It was agreed that the person with the highest mean rank would be recommended to the
Board to appear as uncontested on the ballot for one of the Director’s positions. The remaining two
nominees would appear on the ballot as candidates for the second Director’s position. That is what was
recommended to the Board for its approval. Again, resolution of this glitch might be done in other ways.
The new FEC committee will have to attend to this issue.
The members of the committee who prepared the constitutional amendment at issue here, Jeff Johnson
and Lou Rovner, deserve credit for having developed a sound, workable and promising new experience for
the APA. Most, if not all, of the glitches that were experienced arose from the implementation, not the
concept, of universal voting. Over time, we’ll make the process smoother and more efficient. But that
process aside, if we wish to continue to share membership in a vital, energetic, professional organization
only the honest and active involvement of the members, you who are reading this now, can make that
happen. Make a commitment to volunteer your time, your interest and your ideas to the APA. Identify an
elected position you’d like to seek and before December 15, 2008 let your interest be known to the next
Fair Elections Committee.
Board Response to the FEC Submission
On Monday, January 28 I received an email message from Past President Dick Keifer stating that the Past
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Presidents may be a group who could assist in the nominations and elections process. I responded to all
who were recipients of Keifer’s message. In return I received a message from President-Elect Gougler stating
that the Board, at its meeting over the past weekend, had made changes in what the Fair Elections
Committee had done as reported to the Board by Don Krapohl. A phone conversation I had with Gougler
indicated that there was Board concern regarding several points. He told me that the Past Presidents, as a
group, were to be asked to reconsider the nominations and to try to deal with several issues of concern. This
could be done within constitutional provisions. First, if there were three (or more) candidates for the office of
President-elect all names would appear on the ballot. If that necessitated a run-off election that would be
acceptable. Second, other candidates for all offices would be sought out by personal contact and other
means. This was to be accomplished by extending the deadline for receipt of nominations to February 9,
2008. Third, the candidates for the two Directors positions would not be placed on the ballot as had been
recommended. If other candidates names arose during the extension, that would help to resolve the issue.
If that didn’t occur the names would be placed on the ballot in a different, yet to be determined way.
On that same day Don Krapohl called me and asked if I as a Past President would agree to continue to serve
on the Fair Elections Committee. I agreed, as I think all or most other Past Presidents did.
In addition to delaying the deadline for nomination of candidates, the APA Board members made more efforts
to identify potential candidates for office. APA Secretary, Vickie Murphy-Carr, immediately posted an
announcement on the APA website notifying members of the new deadline date and of the requirements for
the nomination process. Bob Heard and Randy Dey, from California and Florida, respectively, posted the
same information on their state association websites. Terry Ball did a mass e-mailing to members of the
Northwest Polygraph Examiners Association. E-mail messages were sent to persons representing each of 28
other state associations asking for their help in notifying their membership. Finally, Don Krapohl posted a
message on the Polygraph Place website asking for additional nominations.
Revised FEC: APA Past Presidents
The revised FEC, made up of Past Presidents, held a telephone conference on the evening of Sunday,
February 10. Those who participated were: Walter Atwood, Ed Gelb, Frank Horvath, Don Krapohl and
Shirley Sturm. In the days preceding this telephonic meeting each of the Past Presidents was sent a copy of
information submitted by each person who wished to be considered for election to one of the available Board
positions. This information included a nomination request (from the candidate) and a statement of intent.
These submissions were reviewed by the Past Presidents in advance, who were asked to use that information
to rank order the nominees for each position.
The list of nominees reviewed by the Past Presidents included, as before, one candidate for Treasurer, one for
Vice President-Government, one for Vice President-Private, two for President-elect (One of the persons who
previously expressed an interest in this position requested consideration for a different open position in this
second review.), two for Vice President-Law Enforcement, and four for the two open Directors positions.
It was expected that there would be two candidates placed on the ballot for each open position. This, of
course, did not occur; there was only one nominee for several positions. This occurred in spite of
considerable efforts by members of the “first” FEC committee and by the Past Presidents and others to
recruit additional nominees.
A motion was made during the telephone conference to accept and advance to the Board the names of the
candidates for all positions as submitted to the committee except those for Director. That motion passed
unanimously. Before discussing the processing of the candidates for the Director’s position it is important
that I note another concern here.
During the telephone discussion an issue raised by a member of the APA and expressed to one of the Past
Presidents demanded considerable discussion. In this case, the member alleged (to the Past President) that
the ethical conduct and competency regarding a specific nominee were in question. These concerns, to the
knowledge of those in the telephone conference, had never been advanced to the APA directly and formally;
they had not resulted in the filing of a grievance or even an informal request for an investigation. Although
the issues raised were of considerable concern, it was the view of the participants in the telephone
conference that such unfounded allegations could not and should not influence the work of the committee.
It was decided to advance the names of the candidates to the Board with a notice of the concerns that had
been raised. It would be the Board’s obligation to ensure that the candidates whose names were to be
included on the ballot for voting were not under investigation or otherwise unsuitable to hold the office being
sought.
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There is no need to discuss the APA’s grievance policy here. It is to be noted, however, that the APA’s
grievance committee is the appropriate vehicle for members to use when ethical and other questions arise
about a member’s conduct.
In this instance there were four persons vying for two open Director’s positions. Here each FEC participant
rank-ordered each of the four persons on the list. Each of the ranks was then averaged for each candidate
and, by agreement, the two persons with the highest rank were each assigned to one of the open Director’s
positions. Each one of the two persons with the lowest ranks was placed in opposition to a person with a
higher rank. This ballot listing of candidates’ for the Director’s positions is what was advanced to the
Board.
There was considerable discussion of presenting to the Board an alternative way to list the candidates for
Director on the ballot. One of the options on which there was agreement was to present to the membership
each of the four names in alphabetical order. Each voter would then be asked to rank order the four
persons; the two who received the highest mean rank would assume the office of Director. It was not clear,
however, that this process met constitutional obligations. For that reason this option was to be presented
to the Board as one alternative which the Past Presidents found to be acceptable, if the Board determined
it was permissible.
The Board held its own telephone conference on Monday, February 11. Although I was not a participant in
this conference, Don Krapohl was. He presented to the Board the recommendations of the FEC committee.
According to the information I received the Board accepted the FEC recommendations except for the one
pertaining to the ballot position of the candidates for the two open Directors position. The Board
determined that listing all four candidates on a ballot and asking each member to rank-order each of the
candidates was not constitutionally permissible. And, it also determined that the way in which the FEC
committee rank-ordered each candidate and paired them for placement on the ballot might appear to be
unfair. Therefore the Board did its own rank-ordering process. In this instance all four names were placed
in an Excel spreadsheet file. Don Krapohl used a random number generator actively in tandem with the
spreadsheet in such a way that when a Board member told him to stop the generator he did; the
candidates then had an “assigned” random number. (Recall, this was a telephone conference. The Board
members could not see the random numbers being generated and thus were unaware of who would be
assigned which number.) The Board agreed in advance that the two candidates assigned the highest
random number would be paired on the ballot in opposition to each other; the remaining two would be
placed on the ballot for the second position.
The printed ballots, showing the names associated with the positions as discussed previously, were mailed
to each qualified member by February 15, 2008. (Thanks are owed to Robbie Bennett, National Office
Manager for getting this done so efficiently.) Thirty days are provided for the election process; this includes
the time for mail out and return of the ballots. Each mailing will be accompanied by materials showing
each candidate’s submitted biographical sketch and “position” statement and a deadline for the return of
ballots will be clearly indicated. As specified in the constitution, ballots received after this date shall not
be counted. Please, therefore, read carefully all of the materials you receive. Indicate your votes on the
provided ballot and return it as specified in the instructions prior to the deadline date.
A note on the ballot materials. Each member will receive an APA mailing inside of which will be a preaddressed, return mail envelope and a smaller envelope bearing the words “Secret Ballot.” The ballot on
which you have indicated your selections is to be sealed inside of the Secret Ballot envelope; that envelope
is then to be placed into the accompanying larger, pre-addressed APA envelope and then return mailed. Be
advised, only ballots returned in the Secret Ballot envelope are to be counted. Be sure to print and sign
your name in the upper left corner of the larger envelope; that information will be used to check against
the APA membership roster. The ballot envelopes will be removed from the larger envelop once
membership is confirmed and then the ballots will be counted. In this way, a member’s name will not be
associated with a specific ballot.
There are, of course, still possibilities for additional glitches in this process. I am confident we will address
those fairly and promptly as they arise. The larger, more important issue, though, will remain. An active,
involved and dedicated membership is necessary for the APA to grow in the desired direction. Your
participation, whether you choose that to be only the return of your ballot or, more than that, an expressed
willingness to be considered for an opening in the next election, is central to the health of the APA. Choose
APA
wisely.
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AMERICAN International INSTITUTE OF POLYGRAPH
Accredited by the American Polygraph Association
Recognized by the American Association of Police Polygraphists
WHEN QUALITY COUNTS!
Professional Polygraph Examiner Training. Curriculum and training methods based on
Federal training and experience with the US Army Criminal Investigations Command and the
Department of Defense Polygraph Institute. Training programs have an overall objective of
providing the knowledge, skills and ability to professionally administer polygraph exams.
Schedule 1: TRADITIONAL TEN (10) WEEKS IN RESIDENCE
Schedule 2: EIGHT (8) WEEKS IN RESIDENCE & 2 WEEKS INTERNSHIP
● We provide polygraph equipment for training. Try it before you buy it.
Lafayette LX4000
Axciton
Stoelting CPS II
Limestone Polygraph Professional Suite
● Experienced faculty using effective training methods. Less talk, more action.
● Video recorded laboratory exercises. Learn by doing.

2008 Class Start Dates
January 7

March 17

April 21

September 8

Lafayette, IN 8 weeks

Director & Primary Instructor– Charles (Chuck) E. Slupski
Army CID Examiner (1983 – 1996) / DOD Polygraph Institute Instructor (1992 – 1996)
Primary Instructor – Allan E. Stein
Army CID Examiner & Polygraph Instructor at US Army Polygraph School
NEW FACILITY. Great location including large classroom, nine (9) audio-video recorded
laboratory rooms, and monitoring room.

Mail to: P.O. Box 686, Morrow, GA 30260-0686
Location: 1115 Mount Zion Road, Suite F, Morrow (Atlanta), Georgia
Email: AIIP@Qpolygraph.com Phone: (866) 477-5180 Fax: (770) 960-1355

www.polygraphschool.com

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
2008 Seminar Speaker
Raymond C. Morgan, Ph.D.
Law Enforcement Background/Experience:
Naval Criminal Investigative Service (retired)
MTT/Supervisor European Field Office
Anti-terrorism/Force Protection Unit
Idaho Police Officers Standards and Training Academy
Behavioral Science Instructor
Boise State University - Adjunct Faculty
Criminal Justice Instructor
Institute for Criminal Behavioral Science
Polygraph Examinations/Criminal Profiling/Personality Assessments
San Diego County District Attorney's Office (retired)
Criminal Investigator/Organized Crime Unit
San Diego Police Department
Patrol/SWAT Officer
Educational Background:
Doctor of Philosophy/Counseling Psychology 1981
Licensure:
State of Idaho Bureau of Occupational Licensing (#COUN117) 1984-2004
State of California Board of Behavioral Science Examiners (MFCC #MK24262) 1985-2004
State of California Department of Consumer Affairs (Polygraph Examiner #641) 1987-1991
Publications:
Field Officers Guide to Search and Seizure 1971
The Angels Do Not Forget 1979 (expose' on motorcycle gangs)
Interviewing Techniques in the Detection of Deception 1986
Morgan Interview Theme Technique MITT 1986
Professional Organizations:
American Polygraph Association 1985-2005
American Association of Police Polygraphists 1986-2005
European Association of Airport and Seaport Police 2002-2005

Morgan Interview Theme Technique (MITT)
A Criminal Interviewing Technique
For Use in Detection of Deception Interviews
The MITT is based on the principle of "Projection". Anytime we communicate, either verbally or nonverbally, we
are projecting our feelings, thoughts and attitudes. The MITT is designed to expose, often very unconsciously,
feelings, thoughts and attitudes of the criminal suspect.
The Criminal Suspect is given five or six sketches and directed to tell a brief story about each sketch. The
suspect may very unconsciously project verbal and nonverbal indicators of deception during the administration
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of the sketches. For Polygraph Examiners the MITT very effectively establishes the "Psychological Set." For
Criminal Investigators theme information is always collected that may be used in the accusatory stage of the
interview. The MITT is also an excellent multiple suspect screening tool.
The 42 sketches are divided into 4 categories and 3 subcategories.
1. Irrelevant Sketches
2. Relevant Sketches
a. Nonviolent Crimes
b. Violent Crimes
c. Sexual Crimes
3. Apprehension Sketches
4. Guilt and Remorse Sketches

Raymond C. Morgan, Ph.D. began using a projective tool in criminal interviews in 1986 and went on to
develop the MITT (Morgan Interview Theme Technique) described above. His speaking engagements
and seminars demonstrate very vividly how effective the MITT is in detecting deception in homicides,
sex offenses and industrial loss cases. The MITT will:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Establish the psychological set in the pre-polygraph interview
Provides both theme information and one of the sketches to use in the accusatory stage of the interview.
Provides non-verbal interpretive information from the interviewee.
Helps to narrow the focus of the investigation in multiple suspect cases.
Becomes a self-training devise in listening and observational skills.

APA
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President’s Message
From the Board

Donnie W. Dutton

T

his is a message of good news for the APA. First, this year the APA Board elections were held by mail
ballot and we received a total of 871 ballots. This may not strike you as a big deal but in the past we
were electing our APA board members with as few as 100 votes. The voices of hundreds more have
spoken as to the direction of our future leadership. The results are yet not known because the ballots
have just been sent to the committee for count. As soon as the results are known I invite you to check our
webpage for the announcement. They will also be published in the next APA Magazine.
There are a multitude of things that happen behind the scenes requiring Board attention that you will not
hear about, both big and small. These are very busy times. I could not do my job without the assistance
of our National Office, Ms. Robbie Bennett and Ms. Lisa McAllister along with our General Counsel,
Gordon Vaughan, your elected board members, and the Board Chair, Mr. Don Krapohl. Please let them
know you also appreciate their devotion and hard work. Though you may not think of them often, they are
thinking of you and your interests every day.
When I took office I was informed by our Treasurer, Chad Russell that budget projections placed us
$40,000.00 behind. Chad immediately had my full attention. It seems we took a big loss in prior years in
funding a Public Relations effort. It was costly and we weren’t financially positioned for such a big
expense. I am now extremely happy to report that the finance committee is now reporting that we are out
of the hole and should finish in the black this year. Chad will be reporting more on this later but I do see
this as very good news for the APA. Chad, thank you and your committee for your hard work on this
effort.
The PCSOT committee is also working very hard. I received an agenda from the committee chairs and they
have a very aggressive 10-week plan which recently kicked off. I think that they too will have some great
results to report in the very near future. I want to first thank Dan Sosnowski for establishing this
committee. He did a wonderful job with his selections. As many of you know, at the beginning of this year
Dan went to Iraq to work with others on helping reshape government institutions to support the new
democracy there. Since Dan was going to be gone for such a long time I replaced him as the Chair of the
PCSOT and re-assigned this duty to Mike Gougler who has picked up the ball and ran with it. Mike is
holding the committee’s feet to the fire just as Dan did and I am positive that the results will be dramatic.
Thanks to you also, Mike, for your hard work.
Our webinars haven’t had the success that I had hoped for. Pam Shaw has done everything humanly
possible to get attendance up, but we have cancelled all but a couple due to low participation. Pam is now
exploring the possibility of moving the webinars to different days of the week to boost interest. The reason
I bring this up is because the membership requested more distance learning opportunities through the
APA. The cost to attend a webinar is $50.00 for which you receive a 2-hour block of instruction delivered
right to your home or office computer. I urge you to look over the schedule and see if there is something
you would like to brush up on. If the webinars are not useful to the membership, as evidenced by
numbers of participants, the coming Board may choose to discontinue them. We ask that you send Pam
ideas on what the Association can do to get more members involved in APA distance learning. Pam has
also been working to see if we might be able to get the same quality APA Magazine as you are getting now
at a cheaper rate. It is this type of initiative that gets things done. Thanks, Pam, for your work on this as
well.
Beginning in 2008, practicing polygraph examiners in the APA are required to complete 30 hours of
continuing education every two years (APA By-Law 3.3.4). What has not yet been defined in the provision,
however, is what a “practicing” polygraph examiner is. Nate Gordon, Dan Sosnowski and Don Krapohl are
crafting language which, once approved by the Board, will resolve the ambiguity in the By-Law. The
approved definition will appear in the APA Magazine and on the APA website. The goal is to allow members
who are not actively practicing polygraph examiners to retain their membership without having to conform
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to the continuing education requirement. I also want to recognize Nate Gordon for his continued efforts to
keep the membership growing. Nate and his committee are doing an outstanding job.

The Chair of the Awards Committee, Keith Gaines, reports that he has received several award
recommendations and that his committee is actively looking for more. Time is running out. You
shouldn’t keep putting off recognizing that special deserving someone. It only takes a few minutes to
nominate that member. In working with Keith over the years I am certain that you can’t provide him and
his committee with enough nominations to make them stumble.
If you haven’t been to the APA website lately, you must. Vickie Murphy-Carr has worked extremely hard
with our webmaster to ensure that a first rate product is being produced. She has worked with Dr. Tim
Weber and between the two of them you can now view the APA Magazine, yes this magazine, in the
members-only section. This is a huge accomplishment and driven in part because there are APA
members who live in other countries and have difficulty getting their U.S. postal mail. If the APA
Magazine doesn’t appear in your mailbox, you can log on to the APA members-only site, have a cup of
coffee and read the magazine from cover to cover. Vickie and Dr. Tim: thanks for your efforts to make this
a reality. Vickie also continues to be our central point of contact for states to work with each other on
issues of mutual interest. She regularly spends hours away from her day job. Vickie: I am really glad
that you have such a tolerant family that they all allow you to work so many hours a day in support of the
APA.

From the Board

I am very happy to report that the grievance committee continues to work on a daily basis to ensure that
registered grievances are aggressively investigated. Grievance Committee Chair Don Weinstein has
committed to a speedy and fair resolution to grievances. I believe Don and his committee have already
resolved over 95% of all the issues received. Don has told me that often a grievance is filed because one
examiner feels that another examiner is stealing his customers. However, absent ethical violations, these
types of grievances are business complaints and do not fall under the responsibility of the APA Grievance
Committee. Don and his committee have become quite good at conflict resolution. I know the job they do
is very important and because of the confidentially of their duties their work often goes unrecognized. On
behalf of the Association, I would like to publicly express my appreciation to them.

This year’s seminar is going to be held at the Hyatt Regency Indianapolis Hotel. If you will remember in
my last report to the membership I spoke about everything that the city and hotel had to offer, so if you
didn’t read the last issue please check it out. I am now able to tell you that Roy Ortiz and his committee
have put out their first draft of the seminar schedule for all to see. If you will visit our website at
www.polygraph.org you will see that we have it posted. Roy’s committee is still working on some specific
blocks of instruction; however, you will get a flavor of what is to come at this year’s seminar. Robbie
Bennett has also been working on a little surprise for our Tuesday night that I am sure all of you will
enjoy. So, if you haven’t made plans to attend yet, what are you waiting for? I am sure that everyone who
attends will find at least one block of instruction that will assist you in your profession. I was the seminar
chair last year (thank you TV O’Malley for that honor) and I know the amount of work that goes into the
annual seminar. Thanks, Roy for your and your committee’s work on this project. In addition Roy is also
the chair for the school accreditation committee. Since Roy has taken this over he has been bombarded
with school inspections that he and his committee have carried out. Some have required overnight travel
and others have required follow-up reports but Roy has done a great job. I also want that committee to
know how much I appreciate what they are doing.
In summary, as you can see the APA Board is making excellent progress. They don’t complain (much),
and I am honored to have this opportunity to work with them. As I stated in the beginning of this report,
APA
let them know how much you appreciate them, too.
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Board of Directors’ Reports
Michael Gougler
President-Elect
Greetings from Texas:
The 2008 annual seminar in Indianapolis is fast
approaching!! Please make your reservation soon,
as this promises to be an exciting seminar.
By the time you receive this newsletter, the
elections will be completed and the new board
members will be known. Congratulations to all
those who were elected. I look forward to a
challenging year in office.
The association has undergone several procedural
changes in the last 2 years and I actively solicit
your input. We are interested to hear from the
membership to see if you are satisfied with the
changes. I know that with change comes a better
understanding of all sides of an issue.
It is
important that “you”, the membership believe
that you got what you voted for.
There were some operational issues with
universal voting and the fair elections committee
that your board is working through. We hope to
learn from the process and welcome constructive
criticism. I pledge my vigilance to ensure that the
process if fair, consistent, and affords all those
seeking election to an office a chance to compete.
The PCSOT committee is diligently working to
complete a model policy. I have been given
oversight of this committee by President Dutton
and will strive to present a product at the annual
seminar.
Thanks again to all the past presidents who
helped in the Fair Elections committee. You
played an integral role in the election process.
The opportunity exists for all members to
volunteer to serve on any of the APA committees.
Once again, I afford any member the opportunity
to be part of my administration. My philosophical
approach to the success of this organization is
collaboration, compromise, and consensus.
Working together in that model we can attain our
goal of being recognized as a profession. Ethics,
standards, and integrity are the vehicles to take
us to that level.
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“Remember do the right thing, at the right time,
for the right reason.” Even when no one is
looking.

Pam Shaw
Vice President, Law Enforcement
Hello fellow members. The Standards of Practice
Committee continues its efforts in developing a
voluntary quality control plan for member
examiners. While still in the early stages, I would
like to solicit your suggestions and/or input
regarding how you would like to see quality
control services implemented.
Also, the
committee is seeking interested members willing
to serve as quality control reviewers. If you would
be willing to serve the APA in this capacity, please
notify me via email as soon as possible.
As I mentioned in the last issue of the Magazine,
Webinars have been moved to different days of
the week and different times of the day to
accommodate various needs and schedules.
Check out the webinar schedule to see if you
could benefit from this training. It’s an excellent
opportunity to obtain top grade training with
minimal costs and inconvenience. If you have
questions about webinars, how they work or if
your
equipment
meets
the
minimum
requirements for participation, feel free to contact
me via phone or email. Upcoming topics include
the Marin Protocol, the Concealed Information
Test, LEPET (replacing the Reid Technique) and
Physiology.
Aside from the APA Annual Seminar, additional
training opportunities are made available via cohosted state association seminars.
Two
upcoming seminars that have been scheduled
are: Park City, Utah on October 1-3, 2008 and
Virginia Beach, VA November 6-7, 2008. Please
contact the National Office for more detailed
information.
And perhaps being a bit philosophical, I would
like to leave you with some food for thought.
Every once in a while we are impacted by
something so much that it rattles our daily
routine. It comes in a variety of ways…a scent of
something from years past, a remembrance of a
long, lost childhood dream, a “near miss” in an
accident or illness, an unexpected reunion with a
past friend or family member, or even a one liner
by an examinee in a polygraph! ……We are

Nate Gordon
Vice President, Private
With the first Universal Elections underway I
would love to have your feedback. I believe that
the number of members voting in this election will
be the largest representative vote that has taken
place in the history of our organization.

Not only were these examinations a “sham,” the
entire show is!
Questions are asked of
participants that are not only based on actual
past events, but future events. As we know in
our profession any question that causes “mental
debate” or causes “grey” will result in
psychophysiological reactions. This allows the
show to easily call any participant a liar at
anytime they desire, giving them total control as
to how much money to pay out and to whom they
pay it.
While this show is an embarrassment to the
participants, and should be an embarrassment to
those involved in its production, it probably will
result in more business for the private sector.
The old adage that any publicity, good or bad, can
actually be good may be at play. Although testing
dealing with infidelity is by no means my favorite
type of examination, I believe the show will result
in an increase of these examinations being
requested. Instead of the show biz saying, “bust
a leg” (actually “break a leg”) I think the
examiners involved in this farce should be
“busted” as well as the show!
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shaken just enough that we are inclined to step
back from our daily grind and observe our
circumstances, almost as if we were an outsider
looking in. In those times, we often see more
clearly and understand more deeply the reason
behind why we do what we do or why we are who
we are. Sometimes the introspection is pleasing
in our sight and it reaffirms what we have felt in
our soul. At other times, we are not so pleased
and realize the need for change or improvement.
I was recently impacted in such a way while
conducting a polygraph!
Yes, the examinee
blurted a one-liner that caught my attention in
such a way that I spent the next 3 days
examining the impact of polygraph....on our
profession, on our world, on my life, and
ultimately, on the life of each person we test.
Though I was taken aback for those 3 days, I
found in the end that I was ultimately refreshed
in my sense of purpose and felt a greater sense of
appreciation for polygraph and its value. So, in
closing, I hope your daily grind is shaken a little;
may you see anew your everyday experiences!

That’s my take.

Roy Ortiz
Director
International Membership

One concern I have in the “mail ballot” being
used is the timeliness of it reaching international
members and their ability to return their vote. In
February I received a Christmas Card mailed in
December from South Africa. If this was a mail in
ballot it would have been in time for next year’s
election, but not his years.
We have the
technology to have voting done online through
our web site. I think this would make a lot of
sense, but would like your input.
I have received several phone calls concerning the
new
Fox
show
“Moment
of
Truth.”
Advertisements for the show had APA members
performing examinations in various news
interviews. These examinations appeared to have
the cardio turned off, about 5 seconds between
questions, and the examiner making immediate
thumbs up or down calls on the truthfulness of
the alleged examinee. There was no disclosure
that these “game room” examinations were
nothing like an actual examination. Viewers were
given the impression that this was “polygraph” at
its best, rather than at its worst!

The APA 43rd annual seminar/ workshop is being
held in Indianapolis, Indiana, from August 1722, 2008, will feature the fourth International
Members’ Panel an International Perspective. The
panel’s moderator will be Frank Horvath, Ph.D.,
APA Past President. International members are
strongly encouraged to participate in the 2009
seminar/workshop
2008 Seminar Program
APA members are encouraged to submit
questions for the Ethic’s Panel, regarding APA
polygraph examination policies and procedures.
Acceptable business practices and the Employee
Polygraph Protection Act are a few examples of
what will be covered. Please send your questions
to Don Weinstein (Panel Moderator) or myself.
The seminar speaker profiled in this Magazine is
Raymond C. Morgan, Ph.D., who is speaking on
Monday about the Morgan Interview Theme
APA Magazine 2008, 41(2)
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Technique. He is an outstanding addition to the
seminar program, I am sure our APA members
will enjoy this presentation.

Dan Sosnowski
Director
By the time this edition of the APA Magazine is
published, the results of the first mail-in voting
process should be history. As I write this article,
the ballots are being sent in to the National Office
for tabulation and verification by the Fair
Elections Committee. It is my understanding that
an announcement will be made to the
membership via this Magazine and perhaps online. I would like to believe that since every
member was given the opportunity to vote, we
should see a record number of ballots recorded. I
would also hope that members took advantage of
the opportunity to vote for the individuals that
will continue to lead this fine organization.
I would like to thank each and every member who
did vote for me. For those members that did not
vote for me, I would hope that I could earn your
confidence and support in the future.
I do
appreciate those members who took the time and
effort to e-mail me with their kind words and
encouragement.
Getting e-mails while in
Baghdad from fellow APA members helped a great
deal. I am also hoping by time this article is read,
that I will be reading it from home.
I further appreciate those members who
contacted me about issues and concerns about
the APA. I hope that I addressed some of those
issues for those members. I did learn that many
of our members feel that there is a lack of
communication between the Board of Directors
and its members. I definitely discovered that
many of our members do not have valid or
current e-mails and would like a means for
members to update their e-mail addresses on a
regular basis. I believe that Vickie Murphy-Carr
has already figured out how members can
accomplish that task via the APA web site. I
would like to communicate with the members
who have a valid and update e-mail address on a
quarterly basis.
It is my understanding that the PCSOT committee
has been working hard in order to make
modifications to the existing PCSOT Model Policy.
According to the timeline provided by Eric Holden
and Elizabeth Frietas, the Board of Directors
should have something in their hands to discuss
in the next few weeks.
Based on the
recommendations and suggestions, a meeting of
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all approved PCSOT instructors can be held.
During that meeting, the goal is to have a
consensus amongst the PCSOT instructors of
what should be taught. As I have stated many
times in the past, we all need to be on the same
page.
I would like to thank those individuals who
stepped in and helped pick up the slack on my
behalf during my time in Iraq. Thanks again to
those members who sent me words of
encouragement while I was away. I hope to see
as many of you who can attend the next annual
conference in Indianapolis.
Again, it has been a privilege to serve this fine
organization for the past number of years and I
hope that I can continue to contribute to the APA
in future years. I would personally welcome any
suggestions or ideas that members have that
would benefit this association. Please contact me
via my e-mail address at SOS4911@AOL.COM.

Don Weinstein
Director
Greetings, APA members and fellow polygraph
examiners. As I prepared to write my column for
this edition of the Magazine a lot of things came
to mind about what to share with you. So, if you
will bear with me, there will be a number of
things that I will address. These thoughts are in
no particular order of importance, rather just as
they came to me.
I believe at least a fair number of folks have
watched in disdain the antics performed on “The
Moment of Truth” which is, in my opinion, an
embarrassment to our profession. Regrettably, at
least from an Ethics & Grievance perspective, I
still wish that there is something that I can do
about that. If it is any consolation to the real
professionals out there, I am given to understand
that the producers of the show are not pleased
with the diminishing response the show is getting
and I wouldn’t be surprised to see this
abomination drift into obscurity and hopefully the
“bone yard” of other cancelled shows that quickly
fell from grace (if Moment of Truth ever was in
grace - not!). Surprisingly, there is some benefit
though. I have received telephone calls, emails,
and engaged in conversations with many of you
that see the problem in some of the questions
being asked. It is clear that this show is expected
to appeal to some twisted sense, regardless the
damage the outcome has on personal,
professional and even familial relationships.
Apart from the money they receive if successful,

Right now, at the Indianapolis seminar, it is
planned for Bill Teigen, joined by Mr. Jimmy
Padgett and myself to hold an informative
briefing/panel discussion on the function of and
the process followed by the Ethics & Grievance
Committee. I hope we will be able to engage our
members in discussions about what is and what
should be grieveable conduct. Just as important,
what is NOT grieveable conduct and why. My
personal goal is so that our members realize that
we do have a role as an advocate of the member
examiner in defense of actions reported by clients
and customers. Remember, a fair number of
complaints arise from what your customers and
clients have seen in the movies and television and
they do not understand why you did not follow
suit. That is just one of the reasons why we have
the rules we do about public demonstrations. I
want to also have our General Counsel, Gordon
Vaughan in attendance as well so that he can
advise on some issues that often confront this
committee.
Speaking of Indianapolis, I certainly look forward
to this seminar. Roy Ortiz and his committee
have put together a superb schedule with
sessions promising to appeal to all. This is one of
the hardest jobs in your association as you need
to appeal to the interests of the entire
membership. I am sure Roy will not disappoint!
For those of you who were there when we had a
seminar a number of years ago, you will recall
that it was a very pleasurable experience and the
entertainment planned for us by Robbie at the
Indiana Roof Ballroom promises to be great fun.
The downtown area surrounding the hotel is
really remarkable with restaurants, shopping and
plenty of entertainment for the evening hours. As
you plan on your trip to Indianapolis, if you are
flying in, you may want to plan on purchasing
your tickets well in advance. As a result of the

ever increasing fuel prices, I am sure the cost of
flights will increase as summer approaches and I
do not know if they will recede before the
seminar.
If you will look at the newest edition of our
membership application, you will see something
new.
I am pleased to report that I drafted
language
requiring
applicants
to
read,
understand and agree to comply with the
Standards of Practice, By-Laws and Constitution
of our organization. This is something I have
wanted to see for a long time and now it is finally
there to serve as a guiding beacon for those who
wish to join our ranks.
For any of you seeking employment, I have
information that some of the federal agencies may
be in attendance to do some recruiting. If they
are, I will advise you, so you may wish to bring a
resume along with you. Even if all they do is to
collect employment information from interested
parties, it won’t hurt to express your interest and
get your name into the queue. So that you know
though, anyone recruited into a federal agency
must attend and successfully complete the 13-14
week PDD Program at DACA.
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which I guess is one of the greatest motivators of
human behavior, it baffles me why someone
would want to expose their personal life in front
of their loved ones and television viewers with
some of the most ridiculous questions I have ever
heard.
I, like many of you, know who the
examiner is and his background with an
otherwise stalwart state police agency and
membership in a well thought of state polygraph
association.
Be assured he has damaged his
reputation among his peers beyond belief and will
likely never regain any measure of respectability.
I have written to him in my position as the
General Chair of the Ethics & Grievance
Committee, but he hasn’t even had the courtesy
of responding to me. I will keep you posted on
this matter.

Looking forward to seeing y’all in Indy!

Donald Krapohl
Chairman of the Board
Report of the Fair Elections Committee
The final postmark date for APA ballots was
The closing date for this APA
March 16th.
Magazine was March 21st, and it is likely that
more ballots will trickle in after this report has
gone to press. This is only an interim report as of
the Magazine deadline.
A total of 871 ballots have been received to date.
Of the 871 returned envelopes, 58 ballots were
not valid: 8 were postmarked after the March 16th
deadline; 20 return envelopes were not signed by
the member, and; 30 voters had failed to pay their
APA dues. Though we were not plagued by the
infamous “hanging chad” dilemma faced by
Florida voters a few years ago, a total 6.7% of the
ballots had to be rejected because of the problems
listed previously. This left a total of 813 valid
ballots. The number of ballots is a good / bad
news story. The good news is the sheer number
of members who participated in the APA elections.
It was at least double any previous year, and a
positive sign for the vitality of our organization.
The bad news is that this number represents only
APA Magazine 2008, 41(2)
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about a third of the eligible voters in the APA. If
you voted this year, you deserve congratulations
for taking an active interest in the Association’s
future. For those of you who did not vote (and
you know who you are) please accept the
challenge to become more involved in APA affairs
by helping choose its leadership in the next
election.
On March 24th I asked the APA National Office
Manager, Robbie Bennett, to remove the secret
ballot envelopes from the return envelope, place
all of the unopened secret ballots together in a
mailing container, send them to Dr. Horvath and
me in South Carolina, and to retain the return
envelopes at the National Office. The separation
of the ballots from the return envelope was an
additional step to ensure the integrity of the
anonymous voting process. Dr. Horvath and I,
representing the Fair Elections Committee, will
tally the votes. Once we have completed the
count, we will ship the ballots back to the
National Office for a recount without informing

them of our tallies. If the numbers from the Fair
Elections Committee and the APA National Office
agree, we will forward the results to the APA
Board to confirm the results. The confirmed
results will be posted on the APA website and
published in the next APA Magazine. All elections
materials will be retained at the National Office
for inspection until the end of the annual
seminar.
As Chair of the Fair Elections Committee I am
also responsible for drafting the Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) for the APA elections.
The draft is currently being circulated among the
APA Board members, and once approved, will be
the roadmap for all those who are given this
responsibility. While we believe we have worked
out the bugs, input is always solicited from the
members.
Please send your ideas and
suggestions to me at APAkrapohl@aol.com.
Visit the APA website regularly for updates.

APA

Summary of Minutes
Submitted by
Vickie T. Murphy-Carr, APA Secretary
TELECONFERENCE - February 11, 2008

Chairman Krapohl reconvened the BOD
February 11, 2008 at 7:31pm.

meeting with a telephonic conference call on Tuesday,

Members present included:
Krapohl, Dutton, Gaines, Gordon, Murphy, Shaw, Gougler, Bennett, Ortiz,
Vaughan, (Absent: Weinstein and Sosnowski) (Weber arrived, 7:36pm)
The following items were approved:
1. That the APA Board use a random method for pairing of Director candidates for the 2008 ballot (Dutton/
Gaines) (Yeah: Dutton, Gougler, Gaines, Shaw, Ortiz, Russell, Murphy-Carr) (Abstained: Gordon)
2. Random selection of 4 Directors (for only 2 positions open) paired the following candidates for Director
position: Gordon and Criswell; Drdak and Cushman
3. The Board unanimously waived yearly dues payment for the current APA General Counsel, Gordon
Vaughan (Dutton/ Murphy-Carr).
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4. The Board unanimously waived the yearly dues payment for the current APA Chairman of the Board,
Don Krapohl (Dutton/Murphy-Carr).

6. The Board approved the mail ballot submitted by the Fair Elections Committee (FEC) as follows:
(Dutton/ Murphy-Carr) (Abstained: Gaines)
President Elect - Ortiz, Sosnowski;
VP Govt - Gaines;
VP LE - McCloughan and Shaw;
VP Private - Slupski;
Treasurer, Chad Russell;
Director: position 1 - Gordon and Criswell;
Director: position 2 - Drdak and Cushman
7. Chairman Krapohl adjourned the teleconference meeting at 8:10pm (Dutton/ Murphy-Carr).

TELECONFERENCE - March 4, 2008

From the Board

5. The Board unanimously ratified previous email vote approval to renew the Westlaw account for 3 years
(Dutton/ Murphy-Carr).

President Dutton called a Teleconference BOD meeting to order on Tuesday, March 4, 2008.
Members present included: Dutton, Gaines, Russell, Gordon, Shaw, Gougler, Bennett, Ortiz, Vaughan,
Murphy-Carr, Krapohl (Absent: Sosnowski, Weber)
1. The agenda was adopted as presented (Gougler/Weinstein)
2. The Reading of Minutes (January 25-26, 2008 and Teleconference Meeting of February 11, 2008) was
waived (Gougler/Weinstein)
3. The Minutes (January 25-26, 2008 and February 11, 2008) were approved
( Gaines/Ortiz)
4. The Board approved the 2009 seminar site at the Sheraton Music City, Nashville, TN (August 2 - 7,
2009) (Gordon/Ortiz)
5. The Board approved Vaughan to proceed with an Amicus Brief in a case in TX (Murphy/Gordon)
(Abstained: Gougler) (Yeah: Gaines, Weinstein, Gordon, Ortiz, Murphy)
Pending Actions to be completed:
1. Directive by Dutton for Gordon to Research cost of advertisement with ATSA
2. Directive by Dutton for Gougler and Vaughan to draft wording to General Membership to eliminate the
Fair Elections Committee (FEC)
3. Directive by Dutton for Gordon to research costs for resale items during 2008 seminar and to bring a
formal proposal to the Board
4. Directive by Dutton for Gordon to draft wording for a category for Inactive Members
5. Directive by Dutton for Vaughan to follow-up with recommended referral to discuss future meeting and
APA
APA site selection planning.
APA Magazine 2008, 41(2)
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Tech
Talk
An Unofficial Police Applicant Chart Analysis Results
Billy H. Thompson, Director, Maryland Institute of Criminal Justice
MICJ conducted a series of police applicant
screening examinations for one police department in
which the RI test format was used. Of the total
examinations conducted, sixty applicants were found
to be deceptive to one or more of the relevant
questions. Each of these 60 applicants had made
substantial admissions in the pretest interview, and
57 of these applicants made further post-test
admissions substantially confirming their DI results.
Most of the applicants had applied to 1-4 other police
agencies and some had previously taken a polygraph
examination for another agency.
Six relevant questions were asked in the initial
test which included employee theft and shoplifting,
undisclosed arrests and commission of undetected
crimes, use of illegal CDS, terminations and
undisclosed employment and intentional concealment
of information in the application booklet. All 60
applicants were evaluated as deceptive to one or more
questions even though they had made new pretest
admissions in the relevant areas. Fifty-seven of the DI
applicants made further post-test admissions but
three made no additional post test admissions.
The police department in question sent each of the
60 applicants for a re-examination.
All sixty
applicants advised at the onset of the second pre-test
interview that they had recalled additional information
after their first examination which might explain their
responses on the initial polygraph test. They made
new admissions in the areas of theft or other
prohibitive behavior.
During the retest phase an MGQT or MZCT format
test was used with multi-facet questions pertaining to
lying on their application. This is the same general
format which is used in a PCSOT maintenance/
monitoring test where questions are asked about the
individual lying about different areas of the treatment,
probation or parole requirements using lie comparison

questions, i.e. lying about their use of alcohol, lying
about curfew violations, lying about leaving the state
or being and lying about being in the presence of a
minor with lie comparison questions.
In the re-examination tests of the police
applicants, four relevant questions were asked:
falsification of information on their application or
during the polygraph interview, additional thefts not
already disclosed, use of alcohol/CDS while working
or not disclosed, or any other area where they
responded to deceptively on their initial examination.
Two standard non-current, exclusionary comparison
questions were asked when MGQT was used, and
three were used with MZCT format. Three charts and
a “get acquainted” chart was also collected for each
applicant and was conducted in either the first or
second position.
The charts were then subjected to standard
numerical scoring as in specific testing with spot
analysis of -3 being deceptive for MGQT and a grand
total of -6 for MZCT. Fifty-nine of the applicants
numerically scored deceptive.
One applicant was
truthful and was cleared. Of the deceptive applicants,
fifty-eight made additional significant post test
admissions to theft or some criminal behavior for
which they were not caught and had not previously
disclosed. One of the applicants admitted to being a
lesbian with an active and on going relationship which
she thought might disqualify her in her post-test
interview and follow-up charts resulted in NDI scoring.
It is also noted that the JHUAPL PolyScore chart
analysis program agreed with the examiner’s
numerical analysis in all these cases.
While the results cited herein are clearly unofficial,
they do tend to support the utility of the R/I test
format for applicant testing. Officially, the police
agency involved no longer sends deceptive applicants
APA
back for a second test!
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A Taste of Diversity
By Vickie T. Murphy-Carr
I must admit, I am a cookbook fanatic! If I find one “keeper”
recipe, then purchasing that cookbook was worth it. So, it’s only
befitting that when I travel, I search for a regional cookbook. The
problem is, however, when it comes to International
measurements, I’m at a loss since everything is in metric. In the
U.S., we use inches instead of centimeters. Gallons instead of
liters. Ounces instead of grams. Teaspoons and tablespoons
instead of mL’s, etc. Our school system gave up trying to switch to
the metric system. We, as parents, rebelled!
Yes, I switched from using a 3 channel, mechanical Stoelting
polygraph instrument, to a 4 channel . (Did I just date myself
going back to the mid 70’s????) Yes, I switched from using a
Stoelting mechanical cardio, to an electronically enhanced Lafayette instrument. And yes, I’ve even
mastered use of computerized systems! So yes…. you can teach an old dog (and I am referring to me!)
new tricks.
Except of course, when it comes to the metric system! With our International members in mind, here’s
the basic conversions:
Liquid Measurements:

Dry Measurements:

1 fluid ounce (oz) = 2 tablespoons (T) = 30 mL
4 fluid ounces (oz) = ½ cup ( c) = 125 mL
8 fluid ounces (oz) = 1 cup ( c) = 250 mL
12 fluid ounces (oz) = 1 ½ cups ( c) = 375 mL
16 fluid ounces ( oz) = 2 cups ( c) = 500 mL
1 gallon = 3.78 L

1/8 teaspoon (t) = 0.5 mL
¼ teaspoon (t) = 1 mL
½ teaspoon (t) = 2 mL
¾ teaspoon (t) = 4 mL
1 teaspoon (t) = 5 mL
2 tablespoons (T) = 30 mL
¼ cup (c) = 60 mL
1/3 cup ( c ) = 75 mL
½ cup ( c) = 125 mL
2/3 cup ( c) = 150 mL
¾ cup ( c) = 175 mL
1 cup (c ) = 250 mL
2 cups (c ) = 1 pint = 500 mL
3 cups ( c) = 750 mL
4 cups ( c) = 1 quart = 1 liter (L)

Weight:
½ ounce (oz) = 15 g
1 ounce (oz) = 30 g
3 ounces (oz) = 90 g
4 ounces (oz) = 120 g
8 ounces (oz) = 225 g
10 ounces (oz) = 285 g
12 ounces (oz) = 360 g
16 ounces (oz) = 1 pound (lb) = 450 g
1 pound (lb) = .45 k
Dimensions:
1/16 inch (in) = 2 mm
1/8 inch (in) = 3 mm
¼ inch (in) = 6 mm
½ inch (in) = 1.5 cm
¾ inch (in) = 2 cm
1 inch (in) = 2.5 cm
1 foot (ft) = .30m

Oven Temperatures:
250 F = 120 C
275 F = 140 C
300 F = 150 C
325 F = 160 C
350 F = 180 C
375 F = 190 C
400 F = 200 C
425 F = 220 C
450 F = 230 C

Did you know . . . Vickie is compiling the favorite recipes
of APA members into a cookbook? Submit your recipes
now by e-mailing them to secretary@polygraph.org.
APA Magazine 2008, 41(2)
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Academy for Scientific Investigative
Training
1704 Locust Street, 2nd Floor
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
Director: Nathan J. Gordon
Ph: 215.732.3349
Fax: 215.545.1773
E-mail: truthdoctor@polygraph-training.com
Webpage: www.polygraph-training.com

Academy of Polygraph Science
2480 East Bay Drive, Suite 30
Largo, FL 33771-2467
Director: Richard E. Poe
Ph: 727.531.1217
E-mail: acdypolyscience@ix.netcom.com
Webpage: www.drpoeandassoc.com

American Institute of Polygraph
908 Barton Street
Otsego, Michigan 49078-1583
Director: Lynn P. Marcy
Ph: 262.692.2413
Fax: 269.694.4666
Webpage: www.polygraphis.com

American International Institute of
Polygraph
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Backster School of Lie Detection
861 Sixth Avenue, Suite 403
San Diego, California 92101-6379
Director: Cleve Backster
Ph: 619.233.6669
Fax: 619.233.3441
E-mail: clevebackster@cs.com
Webpage: www.backster.net

Canadian Police College Polygraph
Training School
P.O. Box (CP) 8900
Ottawa, Canada K1G 3J2
Director: Scott McLeod
Ph: 613.998.0886
Fax: 613.990.8588

Defense Academy for Credibility
Assessment
7540 Pickens Avenue
Fort Jackson, SC 29207
Director: William F. Norris
Ph: 803.751.9100
Fax: 803.751.9125 or 37
Registrar e-mail: gatlins@daca.mil
Webpage: www.daca.mil
Federal, State, and Local Law Enforcement only

International Academy of Polygraph

1115 Mt. Zion Road, Suite F
Morrow, GA 30260-0686
Director: Charles E. Slupski
Ph: 770.960.1377
Fax: 770.960.1355
E-mail: gpolygraph@bellsouth.net
Webpage: www.polygraphschool.com

1835 South Perimeter Road, Suite 125
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309-3066
Director: Lou Criscella
Ph: 954.771.6900
Fax: 954.776.7687
E-mail: dci@deception.com

Arizona School of Polygraph Science

Israeli Government Polygraph School

3106 W Thomas Road, Suite 1114
Phoenix, Arizona 85017
Director: Laura Wells de Perry
Ph: 602.272.8123, 800.464.7831
Fax: 602.272.9735
E-mail: laurawellsperry@cox.net
Webpage: www.azpolygraphschool.com

P.O. Box 17193
Tel-Aviv 61171 Israel
Director: Eldad Meiron
E-mail: igpolyschool@012.net.il
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Kentucky Institute of Polygraph Studies
EKU Funderburk Building
521 Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, KY 40475
Director: Pam Shaw
Ph: 859.622.5944
E-mail: pam.shaw@ky.gov

Latin American Polygraph Institute

Polygraph Science Academy

Transversal 17 No. 122-73
Bogota - Colombia
Director: Sidney Wise Arias
Ph: 57.1.4829421
Fax: 57.1.2148334
E-mail: swarias@bellsouth.net

L-2-7 (Block L) Plaza Damas
No. 60 Jalan Sri Hartamas
50480 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Director: Akhbar Haji Satar
Ph: 603.62015011, 603.62015012
E-mail: akhbar@email.com
Webpage: www.akhbarassociates.com/psa.htm

Marston Polygraph Academy
390 Orange Show Lane
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Director: Thomas M. Kelly
Ph: 928.257.0124
Fax: 410.987.4808
Webpage: www.marstonpolygraphacademy.com

Maryland Institute of Criminal Justice
8424 Veterans Highway, Suite 3
Millersville, Maryland 21108-0458
Director: Billy H. Thompson
Ph: 410.987.6665 or 800.493.8181
Fax: 410.987.4808
E-mail: MDMICJ@aol.com
Webpage: www.micj.com

Mexico Center for Polygraph Studies
Calle Cuauhtemoc # 168
Colonia Tizapan de San Angel
Mexico D.F. 01059
Director: Luz Del Carmen Diaz
Ph: 011.52.55.5616.6273
E-mail: bernis@df1.telmex.net.mx

Pennsylvania State Police/HACC
Polygraph Institute @ Northeast
Counterdrug Training Center
1 HACC Drive
Shumaker Public Services Hall
Harrisburg, PA 17110-2999
Director: Elmer Criswell
Ph: 717.780.2513 or 877.806.6293
Fax: 717.236.0709
E-mail: encriswe@hacc.edu
Webpage: http://www.counterdrug.org
Municipal and State Agencies only

Texas Department of Public Safety
Law Enforcement Polygraph School
P.O. Box 4087
Austin, Texas 78773-0001
Director: Michael Gougler
Ph: 512.424.2200
Fax: 512.424.5717
E-mail: michael.gougler@txdps.state.tx.us
Local, State, and Federal agencies only

Training & Seminars

Schools
d ited by the APA

Troy University Polygraph Center
1117 Perimeter Center West, Suite N101
Atlanta, GA 30338
Director: Samuel L. Braddock
Ph: 770.730.0033 or 1.866.426.1068
Fax: 770.730.0596
E-mail: sbraddock@troy.edu

University of Panama International Institute
for Polygraph Training
00824-0043, Estafeta Universitaria
Panama, Republic of Panama
Director: Tuvia Shurany
Ph: 972.2.642.3085
E-mail: tuvia@liecatcher.com

Virginia School of Polygraph
7885 Coppermine Drive
Manassas, Virginia 20109
Director: Darryl Debow
Ph: 703.396.7657
Fax: 703.396.7660
E-mail: Polygraph1@verizon.net
Webpage: www.virginiaschoolofpolygraph.com
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American Polygraph Association
National Office
951 Eastgate Loop
Suite 800
Chattanooga, TN 37411-5608
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